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THE question of natural-gas supply is receiving careful considera
tion in many parts of the country, as in the winter months it is quite a 
problem to have on hand sufficient gas to satisfy the demand. Increas
ing the output of wells by the application of vacuum has been tried with 
various results and large companies have attempted to keep up the supply 
with gas compressors. The possibility of storing natural gas in the sands 
of exhausted gas pools has been 'tried in a few instances with satisfactory 
results. This method may prove of practical value in solving the prob
lem, especially in the case of towns that formerly obtained gas from their 
immediate vicinity but now must search for new pools.· 
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FIG. 1. 

In all cases, only part of the available supply is utilized during the 
warm weather, so that many wells are shut-in, yet during the winter 
months, the supply is not sufficient even with all the wells on the line; 
in such cases it would be of great value ifa large volume of stored gas 
were on hand, obtained through wells that would have been standing idle 
during the summer. 

Idle producing wells having considerable" rock pressure" will force 
gas into the exhausted, or storage wells, and this gas will be used only 
when the regular supply falls short (Fig. 1). If two gas wells of different 

* Geologist, Ohio Fuel Supply Co. 
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pressures are connected, the one having the greater pressure will feed the 
other, until the pressures are at an equilibrium. The same results will be 
obtained if an exhausted gas well is connected to a high-pressure gas line. 
High-pressure lines equipped with regulators near the town plant have 
considerable pressure, so that storage wells connected to such a line will 
receive gas from the line as long as the line pressure is greater than the 
well pressure. During a period of heavy consumption of gas, the pressure 
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FIG. 2. 

on the main line is greatly reduced, so that gas from the storage wells 
will flow into the lines. An arrangement of this kind will work automatic
ally, the flow of gas into or from the storage wells depending on the pres
sure carried in the line. 

I t is advisable in most instances that the flow into and from the storage 
wells be regulated by means of gates, instead of automatically. In 'addi
tion, the volume of gas should be metered as it is forced into or passes 
from the wells; the pressure also should be noted. By properly chart-
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ing the meter and pressure records, the characteristics of the individual 
wells may be determined. 

The geological conditions existing in the storage field, as well as 
in the producing field, must be taken into consideration. Best results 
are obtained where the storage reservoir is in a shallow sand and the 
producing horizon is deeper, so that the producing sand will have a. 
higher pressure. This will have a tendency to reestablish the original 
rock pressure in the artificial reservoir. It is unlikely that a rock pressure 
greater than that which existed originally can be obtained. A lenticular
shaped sand body is preferable, as a good control over the entire reservoir 
is necessary. The location of all wells that have been drilled must be 
known and put in such a condition that they may be used; if this is not 
possible the wells must be properly plugged. 

In some instances the sand used for storage may make large quantities, 
of water; a difficulty that may be overcome by pumping. Best results are 
obtained by drilling a pocket below the sand in which the water may 
accumulate and from which it may be pumped through the working bar
rel, in the same way as it is customary to pump oil, the storage and re
cOYM$oithe-g-asbeiagthrough the casing-head (Fig. 2). 

This storage method may be used to advantage in many towns; for 
instance, Tiffin, Ohio, formerly the center of a large gas-producing area, 
but now dependent on outside sources, which in times of great demand a.re 
not sufficient for the needs of the town. It may be possible to find nearby 
an exhausted gas pool in such condition that this method may. be triec. 
The system allows considerable latitude and may be installed to suit the 
requirements of the particular case. 

DISCUSSION 

L. S. PANYITY.-I made'inquiries from the Smith and Dunn people, 
who are the originators of the compressed air and gas method of 
increasing the production of oil wells, as to how much pressure the sand 
will stand; that is, relative to the original rock pressure. They tell me 
that they have not been able to show, up to date, any pressure in a 
sand greater than the original pressure. I have also made a statement 
to that effect, but I am really dubious as to whether that is right, as I 
am not sure that you cannot get a greater pressure. However, I think 
-that a greater pressure would be dangerous because it might cause a loss 
of gas. 

C. H. SHAW,* Lawton, Okla.-In regard to the gas that was put into 
the pool up in New York State, may it not be possible that, on account of 
errors, etc., in measuring or computing, there is a mistake in the apparent 
fact that more gas was gotten out than was put in? 

* Attorney-at-Law and Petroleum Engineer. 
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L. S. PANYITy.-Unfortunately, I have not the papers I expected from 
those people to show the actual conditions, but I do not doubt that such 
an error might exist. It is possible that the renewed action and pres
sure in the well might have caused some sort of commotion there that 
produced a little more gas than was obtained before. 

THE CHAIRMAN (DAVID, WHITE,* Washington, D. C.).-The New 
York storage was limestone. 

L. S. PANYITY.-It was limestone; they call it a flint rock, though, 
I believe. It is 'in the western part of N ew York and is on a dome struc
ture called flint field. They have no other name for it. 

CHAIRMAN WmTE.-Was the gas measured at the storage well both 
going" in" and" out?" Assuming that your well storage is in a different 

'sand from that producing your gas, did you ever make an analysis of 
your incoming and, again, of the outgoing gas, to show what difference 
there might be? 

L. S. PANYITY.-I have not obtained those figures. 

EUGENE COSTE, t Calgary, Alta.-I am glad that this subject has been 
brought before the Institute, because it is a practical subject; I have 
used such a .storage in exhausted sands for many years with success. 
The Welland fi~ld in Ontario is 30 years old, covers a large area, and the 
gas sands are close-grained sands. Parts of the field have exhausted 
because the gas was first obtained in these parts and the wells have been ~ 
used constantly for 30 years. In the newer parts, where we got the gas 
later, we had a stronger pressure. For years, in the summer time, when 
we did not require high-pressure wells, ,we turned the gas into low
pressure wells and know that we have obtained a larger quantity of gas 
in the winter time by that method. 

This method was suggested to me by the action of a w~l1 south of 
Buffalo, whieh we used to call Big Zoar Well. It belonged to the United 
Co. piping gas from Pennsylvania to Buffalo and was close to their main 
line. The gas was in a limestone, filled with flint of the Corniferous 
formation. It was a large well, 15,000,000 cu. ft., but it would get down 
to about 800,000 cu. ft. after a few days of use. As it was very much 
nearer Buffalo than the main supply in Pennsylvania, this we1l was kept 
closed in until we had a long cold spell causing gas pressure to drop too 
low. Then the Big Zoar Well was turned in and it would help the Buffalo 
Company to get over the cold spell nicely. Immediately the pressures 
picked up again the company would close the well in. In that way it 

* U. S. Geological Survey. 
t President and Chief Engineer, Canadian Western Natural Gas, Light & Power 

Co., Ltd. 
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was found that this well was a splendid storage and was worth hundreds 
and thousands of dollars to that company. That gave us the idea of do
ing the same thing, using the storage in the Canadian field of the more or 
less exhausted'parts of the field. For years now, we have transferred gas 
from one part of the field, which was under pressures of say, 300 lb. to 
another part under pressure of 100 lb; ; als'o from 3000-ft. wells where gas 
was obtained into another limestone, the Trenton, where.we had lOOO-ft. 
pressure. These we often kept feeding in the upper rock. We measured 
the wells and know that after thus feeding in them for a while the low
pressure wells would recover a great tleal and that instead of measuring 
200,000 to 400,000 cu. ft. they would measure up to 1,000,000 cu. ft. or 
more. In that way we were in better shape to meet the cold weather 
the following winter. It wouldn't be surprising if by that method one 
could obtain a little more gas from the low-pressure part of the field than 
would otherwise be possible. I mean of its own gas, of the gas belonging 
to these parts of the field, because in that way the gas has a chance 
to flow under higher pressure,or compression, for a longer period. 
Everybody knows that as the pressure goes down, the friction increases, 
so that where the gas couldn't travel at all and enter the well under 
the low pressure, by building the pressure around that well up to, say, 
200 lb. the gas will come in, because the frictioh will be less at the higher 
pressure. In that way, not only will one recover all the gas put in, but 
some that could not be gotten otherwise. 

L. S. PANYITY.-There may be some difficulty in getting the land 
needed for such purposes. There is no doubt that it will be a hard thing 
to do with three or four operators in a certain field, without their coopera
tion. Resides, it will be hard to acquire the land if the owners' know 
what you want .to use it for. I think, however, that difficulty can be 
overcome for a small fee, or by the promis~ to the owner of a certain 
amount of free gas. 

1. N. KNAPP, * Ardmore, Pa.-I believe the free-gas conditions of a 
lease should have some definite limit. Unconditional "free gas" leads 
to abuses, and great waste. For lease or otherconsid'erations, as rights 
of way, it should be limited to amounts to be determined by meter meas
urements or by specifying the number of gas lights allowed and if for 
fuel use by specifying the number and size of the mixers allowed. 

The possibility of storing natural gas in sands of exhausted gas pools 
might be, in many cases, a good engineerihg proposition, but it cannot 
be considered a practical business proposition under the usual competi
tive conditions that exist in the natural~gas business. Under the 
usual conditions of diversified land ownership and leasing with alrIack 

* Mechanical Engineer. 
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o~ cooperation, various operators drill into the same pool or reservoir and 
drain out the gas under each other's land. To attempt to use for 
itorage purposes the depleted sands of anyone pool having such various 
competing ownerships would be highly impractical, considered from oper
ating and business standpoints, unless there was cooperation with the 
interests owning adjacent wells and leases or the purchase of the same. 
Also, it would, be very difficult to find out whether all old or abandoned 
wells in any pool had been properly plugged and thus prevent the waste 
of gas brought from a distance for storage. 

Another objection to Mr. Panyity's proposition is the probability 
that no lease made in the past contemplated the use of a gas sand for 
storage purposes. Very likely, then, the operator would have a lawsuit 
on his hands for the unlawful use of a lease if he attempted the storage of 
such gas without first obtaining additional lease rights. 

In some instances salt water could not be pumped from a gas well 
in the customary way of pumping oil wells on account of the deposition 
of salt in the pump valves or in the working barrel or tubing. Very 
ingenious compressed air jets have been devised and arranged with suit
able piping to blowout such salt-water accumulations. In many pools 
it would be impracticable to drill a water pocket below a gas sand, as 
suggested, since such ooeper drilling would probably intensify water 
troubles. 

I know that it is perfectly practical to compress air and use a depleted 
gas sand for storing the air from the actual use of such a method for a 
period of seven years. In this case the compressed air was distributed by 
pipe lines for use in field pumps for gathering oil and in blowing oil out of 
wells, instead of producing by the usual oil pumping methods. The 
wells were about 720 ft. in depth. With this storage system, many times 
the capacity of the air compressor could be used for short intervais with
out any appreciable loss of air pressure and when no air was being used 
there was no appreciable gain in pressure. Two two-stage compressors 
were used with approximately 200 hp. gas-engine capacity; we run 24 
hr. per day. I do not remember the compressor capacity in cubic feet 
of free air. The original rock pressure of the depleted sand was 305 
lb. and the open fi{)w capacity of the well as a gasser was around 2,000,000 
cu. ft. per 24 hr. When the air was attached to the well, the gas had been 
used down to a rock pressure of 115 lb., tile production was small, and the 
gas was wet and troublesome to use. In the course of a few months' 
use of the compressors, a rock pressure of 290 lb. of air was developed 
and there was no water trouble. The extent of the sand used for air 
storage was small, probably not over 20 or 25 acres, as shown by dry 
holes and exhausted wells. 

The thickness of the porous gas sand probably did not exceed 7 ft. 
r imagine the occasional gas sands of this region were like isolated hillocks 
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of sand resting on the salt-water sand that underlaid the whole country. 
The depth to the gas sand was around 800 ft. and it underlaid the oil 
sand. I felt that I could do no possible damage by using this small 
depleted gas sand for air storage. But to avoid possible trouble I pur
chased the fee of 80 acres of land so as to cover fully the area used for the 
purpose mentioned. 

We hope we may soon have enforced collective cooperation in the 
natural-gas business together with a proper franchise price. In the past 
the price paid for gas delivered to the consumer has never been commen
surate with the price of the fuel it has displaced. When the present 
governmental attitude, which tends to prevent unity of action in the gas 
fields, is abandoned we may hope to see Mr. Panyity's project for the 
storage of gas utilized to the full extent that it deserves. 




